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Introduction

Nearly every aspect of automobile manufacturing, distribution, and use are regulated at either the state and federal levels (and sometimes both). These laws cover environmental concerns, safety features, licensing, lemon laws, and many other aspects of the auto business. For instance, every state has legislation governing the retail sales of new automobiles, with most states precluding the direct ownership of retail outlets by auto manufacturers. When you buy a new car, you buy it from an independently-owned, franchised dealer.

While these state laws requiring independent retail dealerships have been on the books for decades, they have come under intense scrutiny in recent years, mainly due to lobbying efforts by Tesla Motors.¹ Tesla wants to operate its own retail outlets, as it does in California, but is prohibited by law in several states from doing so. The company’s efforts to alter these laws, at least to provide a limited exception to Tesla, have met with success in some states (e.g., New Jersey), but have been rebuffed in others (e.g., Texas).²

This heightened focus on auto franchise laws has caught the attention of the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”), which is now conducting an investigation, and held a public workshop in January 2016, to “explore competition and related issues in the context of state regulation of motor vehicle distribution and to promote more informed analysis of how the regulations affect businesses and consumers.”³ Although the FTC’s review of the industry covers a variety of issues, the Agency appears particularly focused on the question of whether the “the complex system of automobile sales” benefits consumers.⁴ Such questions arise because of differences of opinion on the purpose of such state franchise laws. On the one hand, some parties believe these laws are needed to balance the bargaining power between individual consumers and powerful car manufacturers by inserting independent intermediaries that create competition on price and servicing. On the other hand, some observers cast the local franchise laws as little more than a protectionist scheme, insulating auto dealers from competition and increasing car prices.

In this POLICY PERSPECTIVE, we consider the implications of this contrast in perspectives on the evaluation of state auto franchise laws. First, we address the claim that state auto franchise laws are protectionist and thus serve primarily private rather than public interests by comparing the evidence presented to support this view to the theoretical predictions from economic theory and what we know about car markets. We conclude that the evidence presented does not provide much support for a protectionist slant on these laws. For instance, the private interest theory requires that car prices be higher under the current system than in the absence of such laws, but it is well-established that price
competition over new cars is intense, leading to razor thin margins for new car retailers.

Second, we evaluate the competing claim that the independent dealer serves an important role for consumers. Using a Nash bargaining model that is motivated by accepted facts about auto sales, we find that there are consumer benefits of state laws requiring independent sales of automobiles—primarily, lower prices for consumers. Indeed, we find that a consumer-motivation for these laws has good support and appears to be most consistent with the available evidence.

**Public or Private Interest Legislation**

Most state auto franchise laws prohibit manufacturers from directly selling cars to the public (among other things). As a result, these laws are often seen as protection for independent dealers. Indeed, in an immediate sense, these laws are protectionist and are intended to be, but such a characterization says nothing about whether such laws advance the public interest. Does the particular market design created by such laws better serve consumers? We will turn to that question later, but for now, let’s consider whether the evidence supports the assertion that the current franchise laws are protectionism in the more conventional sense—protection of dealers from competition, thereby leading to higher prices. This view of franchise laws is quite common, yet a review of the evidence typically presented by opponents of the laws does not support the claimed protectionist motivation for them.

The Public Interest Theory of legislation or regulation holds that the government is a neutral arbiter that serves to correct some inefficient or inequitable market practices, thereby benefiting consumers and potentially sellers as well. Most, if not all, of the arguments supporting auto franchise laws—or all laws—are based on this public-interest view of government intervention. It’s admittedly a rosy take on the U.S. political systems, and economists are generally cynical regarding such claims.

In contrast, the Private Interest Theory holds that regulations serve the interests of particular groups, including the regulated firms or their large, sophisticated customers. These groups compete for special interest legislation or regulation in order to shift rents from other groups to themselves. Occupational licensing is perhaps the most cited and studied instances of private interest legislation. As a general matter, the economics profession’s distaste for occupational licensing is supported by time-honed arguments and a well-developed empirical literature. Sadly, the theory often describes the real world of government activity with great accuracy.

---

... the bundling of the bargains by the independent dealership makes consumers better off by potentially trading off some service for a lower initial price.

Accordingly, bringing auto franchising laws under the umbrella of private interest legislation is admittedly a natural progression and the path of least resistance for the economist, especially in light of the profession’s strong bias against government restrictions on competitive entry. Nevertheless, an application of generalized arguments against particular laws governing particular industries carries risk.

In its depiction of auto franchising laws, the FTC staff labels such laws as an “anomaly within the larger economy,” but the fact is that the automobile industry is itself an anomaly within the larger economy. In that light, the FTC’s evaluation of auto franchising laws—laws governing the nearly $570 billion new-car
market where the product has an average price of just over $34,000—cannot be merely a routine classroom exercise.\textsuperscript{10} The character of the auto industry, as well as a respect for the federalist principles upon which this country is founded, deserves thoughtful economic and legal analyses specific to the industry.\textsuperscript{11}

\textbf{A Heavily Regulated Industry}

The franchise laws are not the only intervention by federal and state legislators into the auto industry. The automobile industry is not lightly-regulated by any means and perhaps for sound reasons; cars are essential to American living, but they are also expensive, complex, and dangerous. State and federal laws on the automobile industry cover environmental concerns, financing practices, licensing, insurance, consumer safety and so forth.

Some of these laws clearly aim to help consumers. For instance, all fifty states and the federal government have lemon laws which protect consumers from autos that fail to meet acceptable standards of quality and performance.\textsuperscript{12} Such laws—both federal and state—suggest legislators believe private incentives alone, even in the relatively competitive auto industry, may not be perfectly aligned with the interest of consumers, a fact inconsistent with the FTC staff’s assertion that the manufacturer will act in a way “it believes will be the most responsive to consumers.”\textsuperscript{13} To the contrary, as self-interested economic actors, auto manufacturers will act in ways to maximize profits, not consumer or social welfare.\textsuperscript{14} And, like the character Bill Babowski in the movie \textit{Tin Men}, consumers want to pay nothing for a car, but that’s not realistic. Market outcomes reflect a balance of the interests of buyers and sellers, and that balance is influenced by whatever rules and regulations influence the transaction.

\textit{Does the Evidence Support the Claim?}

A critical step in analyzing the motives for auto franchise laws is to review the evidence on their effects. From what limited documents are available that summarize the FTC staff’s examination of the industry, it appears that the protectionist slant on the laws is based primarily on a thirty-year old FTC staff report claiming that these laws raise prices.\textsuperscript{15} This study has been criticized and superseded by subsequent studies, but the FTC staff ignores the more recent evidence.\textsuperscript{16} A published evidence by Professor Michael Waldon (2006), for example, finds no price effect of franchise laws.\textsuperscript{17}

Also, FTC staff points to a series of dated empirical studies on gasoline prices.\textsuperscript{18} The gasoline market is very different from the auto market, so it’s not clear what a study about gas prices has to do with “the complex system of automobile sales.”\textsuperscript{19} The Agency’s staff offers no answers. FTC staff has also pointed to a direct-sales experiment by GM in Brazil as a proof of concept.\textsuperscript{20} Apparently unbeknownst to the staff, that experiment was an abysmal failure and was eventually shut down.\textsuperscript{21} Thus, even at first glance, the evidence appears weak.

As noted above, the evidence most cited by the Commission’s staff is the thirty-year old FTC study on price effects of local dealer franchise laws (“\textit{1986 FTC Study}”).\textsuperscript{22} This study was released in 1986 using data from 1978, which alone says much about the pertinence of the evidence for modern times. Let’s look at the details of that study to determine its relevance for the present analysis of state franchise laws.

The study’s author posits two theories that would cause franchise laws to drive prices higher. First, the laws are imagined to create market power for dealers, thereby leading to
higher prices. Second, the laws are hypothesized to limit entry and thus reduce the number of dealers, which raises cost and thus prices. This price effect is based on the assumption that a dealer’s costs rise in the quantity of cars sold.23 These are the only two explanations provided in the 1986 FTC Study to support the claim that auto franchise laws increase car prices: (1) market power; (2) higher costs. There is, of course, always a third possibility—the empirical model or the data is defective.

While this study is often used to support the claim that franchise laws create market power by limiting competition, the 1986 FTC Study actually concludes “the market power theory is rejected.”24 Hence, it must be the second theory—the cost theory—that explains higher prices. (That is, if either theory is valid.) Yet, this high-cost theory is difficult to square with the actual experience in auto retailing.

By most expert accounts, there are too many—not too few—dealerships, especially for the traditionally domestically branded cars.25 Nor is there any evidence to support the argument that dealer costs rise in the number of cars sold, at least not in the relevant output range of the average car dealer. Given the high fixed costs of operating a new car dealer, it is more likely the case that there are scale economies in car sales.

In any case, the private interest theory implies that the franchise laws give independent dealerships increased market power, not higher costs. In all, the evidence of both intense competition among dealers and the lack of market power26 doesn’t square up with the private interest theory or the use of the dated FTC study to critique franchise laws.

**The Facts Don’t Match**

Another blow to the application of the private interest label to state auto franchise laws is that these laws have been around since the 1930’s and exist today in all fifty states.27 The argument that every state legislature has imposed laws that raise price and/or reduce efficiency in auto retailing, and have done so decade-after-decade, requires a little more explanation than some extraneous evidence about gas prices and failed projects in Brazil. As noted by Nobel Laureate Gary Becker, efficiency has an inherent advantage over inefficiency, and the persistence of significant inefficiency over an extended time scale is an anomaly that must be explained to be believed.28

Using the private interest theory, it is very difficult to explain the fact that every state has a franchise law. Michigan, the nation’s dominant economy for auto manufacturing, passed an auto franchise law in 1981.29 At the time, motor vehicle manufacturing accounted for 10% of Michigan’s economy.30 Even today, Michigan continues to employ more persons in auto manufacturing than any other state in the nation, accounting for nearly 40% of direct automobile manufacturing jobs.31 In fact, for every one job in auto retailing, there are over five auto manufacturing jobs. In terms of economic power that might prove influential over a state legislature, auto manufacturing would easily dominate auto retailing in Michigan. Consequently, the application of the private interest theory to franchise laws would almost certainly predict Michigan would not have a franchise law. Yet, since 1981 Michigan has had a state franchise law for auto retailing, and continues to have one today.

It is likewise difficult to rationalize the claim that state auto franchise laws raise prices for automobiles—by 7% if we take the 1986 FTC Study as gospel. Cars are a very expensive capital good purchased by virtually every household in a state.32 An auto is the second largest purchase a consumer makes, trailing only housing.33 Private interest legislation acts as an implicit tax, and it seems the last way to gather votes is to tax heavily a very large purchase made by most of your constituents.34 In fact, in Alabama, the state charges a sales tax
on car purchases (2%) half that of other goods (4%).\textsuperscript{35} Moreover, new automobiles are sold at scant profit margins, a fact even the FTC economists concede.\textsuperscript{36}

If the state franchise laws are viewed merely as crude rent-seeking, then their persistence for decades in all states is difficult to rationalize using the economic theory of private interest regulation. The empirical evidence on car prices and dealer margins on new cars also contradicts the private interest theory.

**Independent Dealerships and the Consumer**

While the FTC staff appears mostly opposed to franchise laws, the staff is at least open to the possibility that the “reliance on independent dealers [achieves] the best outcome for [] the consuming public.”\textsuperscript{37} We now to turn to an economic analysis that provides a mechanism by which state auto franchise laws favor consumers.\textsuperscript{38}

Automobiles are complicated, expensive durable goods that are able to provide the expected stream of transportation services only when they are combined with a maintenance/recall program sufficient and appropriate to the task. Thus, from the buyer’s point-of-view, purchasing and using an automobile necessarily involves two related, but logically separate, dimensions. Although somewhat of an over-simplification, the net benefits obtained by the consumer in using the automobile depend on both the price paid for the vehicle (i.e., the initial price) and the degree of support (i.e., maintenance and repair), this latter factor being obtained over time after the initial acquisition. Here we propose to demonstrate that this fact may offer an explanation for the persistence of auto franchise laws that does not rely on the simple and ultimately unsatisfactory claim that such laws are merely inefficient pandering to special interests as FTC staff appears to believe.

Ultimately, the existence of independent dealerships introduces a persistent intermediary between buyers (whose demands for new cars and car services are lumpy and disconnected in time) and manufacturers. These dealerships sell both new cars and provide maintenance and recall services for consumers continuously.\textsuperscript{39} In the absence of such independent franchised dealers, buyers would be, in effect, bargaining directly with the manufacturer, of which the direct sales retailer would be merely a creature. Viewed in this light, the function of independent dealerships can be seen as affecting an aggregation, or “bundling” of the separate relevant elements—the new car price and service support—over which the individual buyer bargains. Unlike the retail purchaser, the dealer engages in continuous and ongoing transactions with the manufacturer, and this continuity is interpreted as changing the nature of the implied bargain between the retail customer and the manufacturer. We explore this basic idea in what follows.

---

... the function of independent dealerships can be seen as affecting an aggregation, or “bundling” of the separate relevant elements—the new car price and service support—over which the individual buyer bargains.

---

It must be admitted at the outset that any granular description of transactions between car buyers, independent retailers, and manufacturers of automobiles, is likely to be very complicated and, in consequence, not terribly useful. However, we are fortunate in the present circumstance to have several widely-accepted “stylized facts” which help focus the analysis. Specifically, these facts are: (1) the margins earned by auto retailers on new car sales are extremely low, and much of the profit
in car retailing comes from servicing, and the like;\textsuperscript{40} and (2) consumers are relatively more satisfied with the prices they pay for new cars than they are with the levels of services they receive from dealers after the sale.\textsuperscript{41} These stylized facts, if accepted, are evidently a consequence of the structure of automobile retailing, which is characterized by independent franchised dealerships. These facts, though, can be shown to be a logical consequence of the role of the independent retailer as a “bundler” of the relevant issues in the negotiations between car buyers and (ultimately) the manufacturer.

In the simplest terms, the analysis proceeds as follows. Manufacturers produce cars, and also service components for their cars, and consumers want to buy both cars and service support (e.g., warranty service and safety recalls). The typical consumer derives benefits from both dimensions: consumers want low car prices and also lavish service support. In contrast, the manufacturer, with profit as its objective, wants to charge high prices and provide minimal costly service, so the usual tension between buyer and seller is evident. In the usual fashion, we may imagine the buyer and seller negotiating (“bargaining”) over these dimensions, resulting in an intermediate outcome.

If the dealer is merely an instrument of the manufacturer (thus having identical preferences), then the dealer’s function is purely technical: dealerships provide retail delivery and service as part of the manufacturer. When the potential buyer bargains with the dealer, she is merely bargaining with the manufacturer. This is important: if there are no independent dealers, then car purchases can be thought of as bargains over price and service between a consumer and the manufacturer. The consumer rarely buys cars, and her acquisition of cars and car repair/warranty services are discrete and random in time.

This story is clearly inadequate, though, when the dealer is itself an independent intermediary. The independent dealer, by definition, does not have preferences that are identical to the manufacturer. The dealer, instead, sells cars acquired from the manufacturer to a succession of local buyers, simultaneously providing warranty services and so on. From the dealer’s perspective, the issues of car prices and service support are not sequentially presented, as they are to the retail buyer, but instead occur simultaneously among perhaps thousands of separate buyers. The dealer’s profits will be determined, \textit{inter alia}, by wholesale prices for cars and reimbursement for warranty repairs and the like.

What, though, could be the practical implications of this difference? When dealers are independent of the manufacturer, then they do not act as pure instruments of the manufacturer. At the same time, however, they are not servants of consumers: dealers act to maximize their profits, just like everybody else. How, then, could the existence of independent dealers benefit consumers, and what form would such benefits take?

Although one could imagine many ways in which independent dealers could alter the nature of car purchase bargaining, one obvious effect is suggested by the discussion above: independent dealers are persistent actors in the car market who are not manufacturers. The relations between the franchisees and the manufacturers are inclusive, persistent, and ongoing. Thus, the presence of such independent retailers implies that the terms (express or implied) of transactions are resolved “simultaneously” as implicit parts of the franchise agreements. This conceptualization has an interesting consequence that leads to conclusions consistent with the stylized facts about new car retailing detailed above.

To see this, consider a simple model of bargaining between two parties (a car buyer and
a manufacturer), in which the presence of an independent intermediary is seen as allowing the customer to indirectly bargain with the manufacturer (through the dealer) over both aspects of the car purchase simultaneously. This simple modification of the strategic scenario has interesting implications.

**Bargaining Model**

Let there be a buyer (B) and a manufacturer (M) that must bargain over two aspects of a potential car purchase, the price \( p \) and the level of service support \( s \) (e.g., warranty, recall, etc.). The payoffs to both parties are given by:

\[
B_p = (1-p), \quad M_p = p, \\
B_s = s^\alpha, \quad M_s = (1-s). 
\]

Expression (1) shows the payoffs for price; Expression (2) the payoffs for service. We assume the parameter \( \alpha \) is less than one, an assumption that makes the buyer's payoff function concave with respect to future service support on the vehicle. This curvature in the buyer's payoff represents the notion that the consumers derive a lot of utility from basic service that keeps the vehicle performing its fundamental functions (e.g., the transmission), but the marginal utility declines as less essential service is performed (e.g., eliminating every single noise or rattle). Further, this curvature also captures a notion of risk aversion relative to the manufacturer who views a dollar spent on service equivalent to a dollar collected on the sale.

Let us consider first the case in which the two dimensions are resolved separately. Presuming the two parties engage in Nash bargaining over the two issues separately, we obtain:

\[
p^* = \frac{1}{2}, \quad (3) \\
\]

\[
s^* = \frac{\alpha}{1+\alpha}. \quad (4) 
\]

In contrast, suppose we envision a joint bargain, where the issues are resolved simultaneously and the joint payoffs are the sum of the two issues:

\[
B_j = (1-p) + s^\alpha, \quad (5) \\
M_j = p + (1-s). \quad (6) 
\]

Here, the Nash outcomes would be:

\[
p^*_j = \frac{1}{2}(1+\frac{1}{\alpha}) \alpha^{1/(1-\alpha)}, \quad (7) \\
\]

\[
s^*_j = \alpha^{1/(1-\alpha)}. \quad (8) 
\]

When we compare the outcomes and welfare of the parties under these two scenarios, we see that:

\[
p^*_j < p^*; \quad (9) \\
\]

\[
s^*_j < s^*; \quad (10) \\
\]

\[
(B^*_p + B^*_s) < B^*_j = M^*_j < (M^*_p + M^*_s). \quad (11) 
\]

From Expression (11) we see that from the manufacturer’s point-of-view, the nature of consumer demand for services and the essentially “zero-sum” character of price negotiation implies that separate bargaining over price and service is more profitable (i.e., \( M^*_j < M^*_p + M^*_s \)). In contrast, the retail buyer benefits when these two aspects of the transaction are resolved “simultaneously” (i.e., \( B^*_p + B^*_s < B^*_j \)). The ability of an independent franchise dealer effectively to “bundle” these aspects of the transaction is valuable to consumers. Retail purchasers could not enforce this bundling on their own versus a manufacturer.

**Consistency with the Evidence**

Although somewhat abstract, this interpretation gains considerable support from our “stylized
facts” listed above. First, the bundling leads to lower retail car prices for buyers (by Eq. 9). What we observe, of course, is retail prices for new cars that exhibit miniscule margins, a result that is consistent with the model’s predictions. Simultaneously, though, service, for which the consumer’s marginal benefit declines (i.e., dash rattles are not serious mechanical issues), is reduced compared to that obtained in independent bargaining; there’s no lack of consumer complaints regarding repair work (or the lack thereof). Thus, the bundling of the bargains by the independent dealership makes consumers better off by potentially trading off some service for a lower initial price. Notably, survey evidence indicates the service quality provided by the dealerships remains quite good.

Most importantly, though, and returning to our earlier discussion of the paradox implicit in viewing state auto franchise laws as a pure rent-extraction mechanism, consumers (i.e., citizens/voters of the states that promulgate these laws) benefit, on net, from the bundling of the issues of price and service coverage/support. Although they may sacrifice some service, the very low price for the car up-front more than compensates for the reduction in support for less important service issues. States, then, would have an interest in franchise laws if, as seems probable, the existence of the franchisees favorably affects the bargaining between buyers and the manufacturer and keeps the initial price of the car very low.

Consumers and Market Design

Our analysis suggests an alternative take on the FTC staff’s “principal observation [] that consumers are the ones best situated to choose for themselves both the cars they want to buy and how they want to buy them.” The way the market is designed effects how consumers are able to buy cars and service. As shown here, the manufacturer prefers separate negotiations for the car and the subsequent service whereas the consumer wants the two elements of the transaction bundled. Independent dealerships perform such bundling and are in a continual relationship with manufacturers through their franchise agreements. Thus, it is not true—as FTC staff asserts—that “the law should permit automobile manufacturers to choose their distribution method to be responsive to the desires of car buyers,” because manufacturers do not respond solely to the desires of car buyers. Manufacturers maximize their profits, and profits are higher when the bargains are separate.

Consumers, operating collectively through their legislatures, can alter the design of the market for auto distribution in a way that leads to a more consumer-friendly outcome. State franchise laws, therefore, can address “supportable public policy considerations,” and not merely private interest legislation as the FTC’s staff seems to believe.

... it is not true—as FTC staff asserts—that “the law should permit automobile manufacturers to choose their distribution method to be responsive to the desires of car buyers,” because manufacturers do not respond solely to the desires of car buyers. Manufacturers maximize their profits ...

Double Marginalization

Economic theory tells us that an upstream firm (a manufacturer) wants its product to be sold in a highly-competitive downstream, retail market. A competitive downstream ensures that the item is sold at a low price, thereby maximizing the demand (and profits) of the upstream firm. Alternately, if a downstream
retailer has market power, then it will set a high retail price in order to earn an above-competitive profit for itself, which, in turn, reduces demand and profit upstream. For this reason, the upstream prefers not to have a “double margin” on its products. One argument against independent dealerships is double marginalization. This argument was made, for instance, by Professor Fiona Scott-Morton, a participant in the FTC’s January 2016 workshop. Evidence from auto retailing, however, does not support the conclusion that state auto franchise laws lead to double marginalization.

Double marginalization, as put forward by Professor Scott-Morton (among others), is a rather crude phenomenon. She envisions a market where auto manufacturers hand-off cars to an uncompetitive auto retailing sector and never look back. That’s not how the car business works. As Blair and Lafontaine observe in THE ECONOMICS OF FRANCHISING, with respect to double marginalization, there is “more than one way to skin a cat,” since there are contractual alternatives to vertical integration. Manufacturers and dealerships operate under very complex contracts, and these long-term relationships provide many opportunities—sales quotas, discounts for high quantities, and so forth—to avoid double marginalization. The evidence suggests the absence of double marginalization; profit margins on new automobiles are very low.

Moreover, Professor Scott-Morton states that “[i]f a manufacturer sells to independent [franchised dealers] then both it and consumers want lots of those dealers.” In fact, that’s exactly what auto retailing looks like. No industry analysts have claimed that there are too few car dealers; both inter- and intra-brand competition are intense. In fact, with respect to intra-brand competition, experts widely agree that, if anything, there are too many retailers. Economist Patrick Rey observed that the problem of double marginalization is “important only when both the franchisor and the franchisees have significant market power—that is, if both inter-brand and intra-brand competition are weak.”

Professor Scott-Morton mischaracterized the roles of intra- and inter-brand competition in auto retailing. Intra-brand competition occurs between dealers of the same brand and, consequently, is focused largely on price. Inter-brand competition is softer in that the rivalry also occurs over styling, warranties, and so forth. Inter-brand competition is quite strong in automobile retailing, but when it comes to lowering price, intra-brand competition is king.

In 2015, the Phoenix Center released a study on the effects of inter- and intra-brand competition in the U.S. automobile market. We found strong evidence that intra-brand competition drove down prices: the greater the geographic distance between two same-brand dealers, the higher prices were on the same models. Intra-brand competition was much stronger than inter-brand competition, at least in affecting prices.

As FTC Chairwoman Edith Ramirez noted … the relevant question is “whether consumers benefit from [the state auto franchise system]?” Based on the analysis presented here, the answer may well be “Yes.”

Professor Scott-Morton also appears to believe that seeing higher prices when dealers are more distant is evidence of an unwarranted exercise of market power, but that’s not really the case. The cost structure of a car dealership has a large fixed cost component (e.g., showrooms, service bays, inventory, and so forth), and the margins on auto sales (and other services) must be sufficiently large to cover those fixed costs. In
small markets, fewer cars are demanded and sold, and as a result dealerships are further apart so that sales are sufficient to cover cost. The higher price that results is required to cover the higher average fixed cost of a dealership in a small market. As observed in the seminal paper on market power and antitrust by Landes and Posner (1981),55

When the deviation of price from marginal cost [] simply reflects certain fixed costs, there is no occasion for antitrust concern, even though the firm has market power in [terms of a markup of price over marginal cost.]

Indeed, profit maximization by firms under free entry will result in the same pattern between distances and prices even though profits are zero.56

Competition in the retail market for new automobiles is intense. That’s the way the manufacturer wants it, and that’s the way it is. As for whether the laws limit entry, the evidence presented at the FTC’s January 2015 workshop suggests th manufacturers mostly have their way when they wish to increase the number of dealerships. And, experts agree, if anything, there are too many dealerships.57

Conclusion

Without dispute, the automobile market is one in which all levels of government have a keen interest. Federal and state laws address a wide range of issues covering the manufacturing, distribution, and use of the automobile. Many of these laws and regulations serve plausible public interest concerns, but the FTC is taking a close look at state laws requiring new cars be sold by independent franchised dealers. Such laws have been labeled by some analysts as anti-consumer, serving only to protect dealers from competition and raise prices.

As detailed in this PERSPECTIVE, the view that state auto franchise laws are protectionist is inconsistent with the evidence and theory used to support the claim. Moreover, an economic model of car and service sales shows that franchise laws, by introducing an intermediary between the individual consumer and the powerful manufacturer, serve valid public policy considerations and can be pro-consumer. In selling an automobile-service bundle, the independent dealership may have better incentives with respect to consumer desires than does the manufacturer.58 As such, it is not unreasonable for state legislatures to choose a market design that best serves their constituents.

As FTC Chairwoman Edith Ramirez noted in her opening remarks at the FTC’s January 2016 workshop, the relevant question is “whether consumers benefit from [the state auto franchise system?]”.59 Based on the analysis presented here, the answer may well be “Yes.”
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